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About This Game

Dream Dealer is a first person exploration game were you take your dream and start a long journey between worlds.

You'll never know if what you see is real, or if you are in trance.

An experimental game made to delight your sensory system.

Surreal game inspirate in titles like: The Stanley Parable, Dear Esther or Mind: Path to Thalamus were the principal objective is
to show what mind isn't able to imagine.

It is also a Puzzle game that throws you into a fantastic and surreal environment were your dreams will be difficult to control.

The story is explained by inner thoughts that will guide you through your dreams.

Sometimes they will try to confuse and deceive you...

This game can be described in this words: Walking Simulator, Indie, Short, Atmospheric, Casual Story, Abstract, Adventure,
Singleplayer , Mystery, Experimental, Interactive Fiction, Horror, Psychological, Relaxing and Fantasy.

Germany:

Dream Dealer ist ein Erkundungsspiel aus der Egoperspektive, welches dich durch deinen eigenen Traum leitet und zu einer
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zwischenweltlichen Entdeckungsreise einlädt.

Dabei wirst du nie genau wissen, ob das Erlebte real ist oder du dich in Trance befindest.

Ein experimentelles Spiel, das deine Wahrnehmungen beeinflusst und deine Reflexe auf die Probe stellt.

Ein surreales Spiel, welches unter anderem von: The Stanley Parable, Dear Esther oder Mind: Path to Thalamus inspiriert wurde
und unbekannte Bereiche des menschlichen Geistes erforscht.

Außerdem beinhaltet es einige Puzzles, die dich in eine phantastische und surreale Umgebung entführen. Dahin, wo Träume nur
schwer kontrollierbar sind.

Die Story setzt sich aus tiefen Gedanken und Gefühlen zusammen - sie werden dich durch deine zahlreichen Träume leiten.

Manchmal werden sie versuchen dich zu verwirren oder zu täuschen...

Dream Dealer kann mit den folgenden Worten beschrieben werden: Walking Simulator, Indie, Kurz, Atmosphärisch, Casual
Story, Abstrakt, Abenteuer, Singleplayer, Mystisch, Experimental, Interaktive Fiktion, Horror, Psychologisch, Entspannung und

Fantasie.
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Title: Dream Dealer
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Eternity Studios
Publisher:
Eternity Studios
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2016
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You guys really need to get an actual art team and/or put forth some cash to commission an artist. Please get rid of the Daz(or
w/e they are) models.. OK, let's get the bad out of the way first: This game feels unfinished, like it should have been labeled
Early Access. The tutorial is quickly useless because it tells you to make a move that you can't make, and you can't skip past that
part. There are little annoyances like a lack of a volume control and a user interface that is more complicated than it has to be.
Worst of all, it's a two player game, and right now your only options are a computer opponent who is astonishingly easy to
defeat once you figure out the basics or hoping that there's someone online waiting to play (and you have the perserverance to sit
there watching a fullscreen window with nothing happening until someone does decide to play, as I don't think there's any
special sound to alert you when a game starts, and if you alt=tab away you could miss the whole thing). The developer
participates in the Steam forums, though, so hopefully he'll address these problems in an update soon,

But then there are the good things: The basic rules are somewhat easy to learn but reveal extra complexity as you play. There's
the simple pleasure of setting up blocks to build your tower the way you want and the fun of knocking your opponent's blocks
down. There's also strategy, including deciding whether to build defensively or to push your luck by stretching your tower out to
great heights and depths in order to increase the power of the effects of the rooms you build... and thereby making an easy
target to get the structure blown to bits and come tumbling down. The price is relatively inexpensive, which means even if you
have to get an extra copy to give to a friend to ensure you have someone to play against it won't be too painful.

At first I didn't think I liked this game, what with the various problems mentioned above. But I ended up saying "just one more
gane" over and over until I realized I had played for several hours. If they ever fix the computer opponent's programming to be
more challenging it will be a great solo game, but until then you'll want to find someone else to play against, because that's when
the real fun begins.. Pros:
- Varied combat styles
- Unique combat options within the styles
- Solo missions
- Gear progression
- Fluid combat
- Better graphics than most Early Access games
- More polish than most Early Access games
Cons:
- Small playerbase (please join us)
- Occasional hit-lag
- Combos even from AI are OP
- Can't free-place attack combos (such as X-1 -> Y-1 -> X-2, only X-1 -> Y-2 -> X-3, etc.)
. This game is incredibly cheap for the amount of replayability you can get out of it. although i feel like distortion and glitch
should be at lower settings by default that's the only real complaint i've had so far.. The game has been updated so I tried new
version.
In app purchases are removed and done.
This game is all most same as mobile RPGs like Hit, Blade, lineage revolution, etc...
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but not like DIABLO or MONSTER HUNTERS.
Because most resources in this game are abstracted in form of money.
This makes game too repeative and boring.
Even those mobile games give you a change to have rare items.
*********************************************************************************

No better than mobile autorun RPG games.
Bad controll and mobile level visual.
And full price with in app purchases.
This game is one of few 3rd person view RPG atm but better try others.. I love this game. I've been playing it on/off since 2000.
I would proudly recommend this masterpiece. But now this...
The franchise have switched hands from one company to another, with a haul of disappointment and problems to follow.
Should the devs manage to pull out and do this great game some honour, I might reconsider my review.

PROS:
Should the game happen to run smoothly someday, this airport manager is an excellent game and a true classic.

CONS:
As it is now, this new release isn't worth a penny. With a game from 1998 you should expect oldschool graphics, but that just
add to the charm. In this version though, the graphics have gone "pixelized" and "edgy". Looks awful and not at all like in
Airline Tycoon Evolution.
The game lags every few seconds and a lot of text such as subtitles and ingame messages doesn't show up. Unfinished and
unsatisfying.

PLEASE PUT SOME LOVE INTO THIS GAME DEVS!. Nicely detailed, very fast, and the Southeastern Class 466 EMU is
very detailed. Recommended for Eastern Train fans.. I love everything about this game. The art, the music, the gameplay and
balance... And the fact it has 4p multiplayer locally and online is utter bliss.
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This was one of my favorite games growing up, and I'm happy to report that it lives up to the nostalgia. The mechanics are
simple and fun, there are a variety of options when it comes to ships and weapons, plus a fun storyline with a twist that is totally
ruined if you play the skirmish mode.. OK - I made it through about 1\/3 of this game and really wanted to like it. However I
just got bored. Its clearly a homage to the Might and Magic Series (similar ideas to World of Xeen) however you are better off
just playing that series rather than this game. There is no animation, no voice, very few NPCs - the world is pretty bland and
lifeless. I understand that its the product of a small shop however it didn't capture my interest. You pretty much use the same
battle tactics over and over while progressing through a pretty shallow story grinding away through levels. Playing this actually
inspired me to go back to an old Might and Magic Game for another playthrough. The quality of those games still shines today.
My advice - if you want a grid based crawler like this game, just go play the best (Might and Magic games). GOG has them
running nicely on modern machines.. It's a very atmospheric game. It's well paced. There's some challenge but it's not
discouraging. It runs well and it plays well, movement and interactions are adequate.. It's actually a great way of supporting the
Developers and the Soundtrack team without spending a lot of money.
Trust me, if you knew how much it would cost to support them, you have no idea.
I went to their page and it says that it takes at least 8 albums to get the Soundtrack that you get in the Complete Soundtrack
Bundle. Multiply 8 by at least 9.99\u20ac (Amazon Price) and compare how much you save by buying through Steam.
It's your choice.
And btw, it's a really nice soundtrack, 5\/5*. It surprises me how much people can do with so little, little being resources and
time. Anyways, it's a masterpiece and if you think it's too expensive, then you don't know what you're missing ;). Fat better than
expensive golf. I honestly and completely recommend this to anyone. I never owned an Atari but I still dig the aesthetic, the
gameplay is fun, and the framing narrative/conceit is excellent. I can't wait to have my personality turned into an algorithm!!!?
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